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EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXV.

T HE Spirit of Competition is once more abroad, and we
are faced with the pleasing prospeCt of the P.T.

Competition and the Corps Competition. Even our free'
and,easy singing in our baths is to be subjeCted to organiz;ation
and supervision for competitive purposes. Our Age has been
called cowardly on the ground that it is afraid to think, but
it is rather an age of busybodies, busy with the inessential
and the unimportant. Suppose we were to spend some of
the time which we usually spend on the accessories of school
life so trivial in reality, but which loom so large on the
horiz;on of minds, suppose we were to spend that time in
thinking-you know, it's considered laz;y to think at school;
one's time must be spent in work, or exercise, or reading, or
talking, never in thinking-just imagine what it would mean
to us to think seriously about some aspeCts of school life, for .
example-why, we might leave school really educated.

A faCt seldom realised by readers of a magaz;ine is that to
exist at all a magaz;ine must have material; even the editors
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occasionally forget it. But it is unfortunately true. There
must be many members of the school who wish to blossom
forth in print. Please blossom!

We commend to the music,lovers of the school the series
of gramophone recitals which Mr. Eperson has kindly
promised to arrange on Saturdays and Sundays during this
term. These, we understand, are not of a "highbrow"
nature, and should delight all those who can enjoy" a good
tune."

SCHOOL OFFICERS.

Head of the School
School Prefects

Captain of Cricket
Captain of Shooting
Captain of Gym. ...
Captain of Swimming
Captain of Fives ...

(b) P. H. F. Mermagen
(b) P. H. F. Mermagen
(c) G. C. Laws
(g) W. B. C. Campbell
(d) J. E. L. Pepys
(h) J. W. Setten
(a) R. E. D. Johnson
(a) D. H. D. Alexander
(b) L. M. Carey
(j) R. J. Brown
(g) J. F. B. Carey
(c) J. E. Barris
(a) H. W. O. Walker
(h) G. R. Maclure
(d) R. E. Woodham
(b) P. H. F. Mermagen
(a) W. P. Bush
(b) D. St. G. Butterfield

... (b) D. St. G. Butterfield
... (a) H. W. F. Scott
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Editors of the Shirbumian (d) R. E. \Voodham
(a) H. W. O. Walker

VALETE.

PARRY-JONES' (b).
C.H.S.RmouT-IV.B (n), 1st XV (1929.30), Trebles (1928.9).

BROWN'S (c).
]. GULLICK-V.B (I).

MACFARLANE-GRIEVE'S (d).
J. P. GREIG-V.A (n), House Prefect, First Class Gym., Class

Leader with Badge, XXX Blazer.
A. W. C. H. BARNWELL-VI (n)-Exhibitioner at Worcester

College, Oxford.

ELDERTON'S (j).
H. 'N. WELLS-V.A (n), Head of Elderton's, School Prefect,

2nd XV (1929-30), C.S.M. in O:r.C., Class Leader with
Badge, First Class Gym., Member of Duffers.

ROSS' (g).

V. C. BROOKES-VI (1), House Prefect, Class Leader with
Badge, Sergeant in O.T.C., Member of Duffers, Member of
Interpretes.

W. A. KERR-IV.A (1).

O'HANLON'S (h).
W. G. DUNCOMBE-ANDERSON - V.A (n), House Prefect,

Lance-Corporal in O.T.C.
]. N. P. BENNETT-VI (1), 2nd XV (1929-30).
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SCHOOL NEWS.

[MAY,

Congratulations to the following on being presented with
their School Hockey Colours :-

Mar. 27 V. C. Brookes
H. W. F. Scott
C. W. Lyle
J. F. Oates

O.S. NEWS.

Whilst engaged in a match at Bedford, L. T. Bond (a,
1919-24) established a new English Native Pole Jump record
by· doing 12 ft. H in.

SIR CLAUD JACOB'S CAREER.

On May 6th Field-Marshal Sir Claud Jacob completed his
tenure as Secretary of the Military Department at the India
Office. Thus ends the military career of one who is generally
recognised as one of the ablest soldiers produced by the Indian
Army. Curiously, the day is the fifteenth anniversary of an
unhappy day in his career-the disastrous May 9th, 1915, when
his brigade suffered an even more complete check than most in
Haig's ahortive and costly attack on the Aubers Ridge.

In the coincidence of date we may even find a symbolical
significance. For notable as are Sir Claud Jacob's achieve
ments, exceptional as his record, fortune has turned her back on
him at several crucial moments. To an unusual degree he has
suffered from pure mischance; above all, in missing the natural
crown of his career, the Command-in-Chief of the Army in India.
It can at least be said that he is the most distinguished Indian
Army officer of recent times who has not held this post.
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Sprung from a family famous in Indian annals, Claud \lIJilliam
]acob, who was born in 1863, passed through Sherborne and
Sandhurst, and subsequently joined the Indian Army. A steady
rise, mingled with service in frontier expeditions, brought him
to the rank of colonel in 1908. Going to France with the Indian
Corps he became Brigadier-General Commanding the Dehra
Dun Brigade early in 1915. This had an interesting composi
tion-the first Regular and first Territorial battalion of the
Seaforth Highlanders and two Gurkha battalions.

In September he commanded the Meerut Division in the
rather useless subsidiary attack north of Loos, and afterwards
was transferred to command of a Kitchener Division, the 21st.

General ]acob was then recognised by his advancement to
command the 2nd Army Corps. The smile of fortune was
in part deceptive. For the 2nd Corps was at Ypres, which
from 1916 on was outwardly rather a backwater of the active
campaign except for the unhappy interlude known as the
"Passchendaele" offensive.

]acob was one of the few corps commanders who rose above
system and impressed his stamp on the divisions which came
to his corps. Certainly divisions showe(j a desire to return to
his corps for a big operation, which was not noticeable where
other corps were in prospect. I remember being told by one
competent judge of wide experience that he had met only three
commanders in France who really ran a "corps show," making
it an organic unity-these were in ]acob's, De Lisle's, and
Maxse's corps.

Although a commander throughout the war, he changed with
equal success to the role of a high Staff officer after the war.
For in 1920 he became Chief of the General Staff in India. In
that capacity, if not a naturally original mind, he was to a large
extent the" backbone" of reforms and plans which Lord Rawlin
son initiated during his tenure as Commander-in-Chief. The
modernisation of the Indian Army, and still more of Indian
military policy, was beginning promisingly when it was inter
rupted by Rawlinson's untimely death.

That ]acob would succeed him was the general anticipation
and hope, save among die-hard opponents of reform and "Ider
officers who cherished their repose. The wish was shared by
the highest military authorities at home. But the omission of
their official spokesman to indicate clearly their recommendation
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and the reasons for it was an important link in a somewhat
extraordinary chain of causation by which it was nullified.
Thus the choice for this vital post was determined mainly by a
trifling difference of seniority. And several years of Indian
military stagnation were the sequel.

END OF TERM CONCERT.

At the end of last term the Musical Society gave us a very
successful concert. Our old favourites, the Football Song and
"Godspeed," were there, and there can be little doubt that the solo
singing in the former contributed largely to the success of the
evening. Of the more serious items in the programme the chief
was Parry's "Ode to Music". The performance of this work,
though it lacked the richness of colour which an orchestral
accompaniment could have given it, was very fine. At any rate
the absence of an orchestra enabled us to appreciate to the full
the wonderful choral writing of which Parry was so great a
master. Then followed some very crisp neat playing by Carse
and Pettitt of three Brahms' Hungarian Dances: the Hungarian
Dances always go down well and the audience were very
enthusiastic in their applause. This enthusiasm was equalled
if not surpassed when Mr. Thompson finished his singing of
Stanford's Three Cavalier Songs. Mr. Thomson sang with
great vigour, and the chorus of Tenors and Basses were very
worthy of him. But perhaps the most popular event of the
evening was Mr. Clive Carey's singing. He sang the Schubert
group delightfully, but the School were more appreciative of
the folk-songs which he accompanied himself at the piano.
Altogether, we passed a most enjoyable evening, and the School
must have been well satisfied with the concert and we are very
grateful to Mr. Picton.

TOC H.

On Sunday, March 23rd, a Toe H service was held in the
Abbey, which senior members of the School were invited to
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attend: and on the next day an address was given on the same
subject to the Upper School in the Big Schoolrool1J, the subs
tance of which we reproduce as it ought to be of interest
to all Shirbllrnians.

In July, 1915, a man named Gilbert Talbot, a Lieutenant in
the Rifle Brigade, was killed at Hooge. In December, 1915, a
small "Everyman's Club", for officers and men alike, was set
up in his memory just outside Ypres by his brother, Neville,
and two other padres, H. R. Bates and Philip Clayton.

This Club was known as Talbot House (for shortness
abbreviated to the Army Signallers' Toe H). It consisted of a
small house with a cheery Club Room on the ground floor,
sleeping accommodation upstairs, and in the loft there was a
room arranged as a small chapel, known in the club as the
'Upper Room'. Over the door was written the inscription
'Abandon rank all ye who enter here.' The pervading atmos
phere was one of cheeriness and friendliness (I think everyone
remembers the story of the carpet). Men who were tired and
worn out with life in the lines could here find a hearty
welcome with food, warmth and company, such as it was
impossible to find anywhere else in the Salient.

Immediately after the war, Philip Clayton, more familiarly
known as 'Tubby' and other members of the Club started a
small branch in London. In three years' lime the movement
was granted a Royal Charter and the next two years saw it
spread over the whole world. The object in restarting the
movement was to try and keep up the spirit of comradeship in
common service, which the war had engendered among all its
participants: the advice given us as to the present flood of war
books which paint the war in the \vorst of colours was-'Don't
read 'em'. The methods of entry were put before us and a
practical example of Toe H's methods given us.

THE MEET OF THE" BLACKMORE VALE"

IN THE COURTS.

On Thursday, March 27th, the" Blackmore Vale" met in the
Courts. Owing to the Headmaster kindly allowing school to be
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remitted from 10.45 onwards, at the request of Col.Digby, M.F.H.,
and Chairman of the Governors, to whom we are sincerely
grateful, a number of the school were enabled to follow.

Hounds moved off at 12.15, and went to Lenthay, followed
by a large number of the school on bicycles and on foot. Several
of the regular members of the field joined up here, having
evidently not relished the idea of being caught by the many
photograph hunters in the Courts.

A fox was found in Lenthay and ran past Almshouse Copse
into Honeycombe. Hounds hunted round this big woodland
for some considerable time; eventually they got away and ran
slowly to Leweston Wood, scent being very catchy owing to the
closeness of the day. Then hounds seemed to get on better
terms with their fox, and ran fast to Conways Gorse, Whitfield
and across the vale to Bolme Bushes, and Stockbridge firs.
They ran on to Barley's Ridge and SweethiIIs to Admiral Digby's.
Swinging to the right they crossed the road to Bide's, and
nearly reached Leigh Thorn's. Thence they ran to Castles and
Sweethills, and were stopped after a very good afternoon's sport.

LOYALTY MISPLACED, OR THE DANGER OF

BEING OVER-IMPRESSED.

The New Boy was greatly impressed by the words of the
very impressive Youth, who, as Head of the House, lectured
all the new boys in the senior study, his long, smartly betrousered
legs firmly but elegantly planted on the brass fag-polished fender.
Toying impressively with a long, slender, golden-coloured cane,
the impressive Head of the House had impressed it upon the
new boys that it was their especial duty to be loyal to their
School. Should any danger, any attack, any evil influence
threaten the dear old "Alma Mata", it was the bounden duty
of any of her sons, new boys included, to be loyal to her with
just that loyalty that had made her a first-class Public School.
Anyone who neglected this duty, concluded the Head of the
Honse very impressively, would be severely and impressively
dropped upon. And with this characteristically impressive

\
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piece of eloquence, the great man dismissed his humble audience
with a meaningly impressive wave of his long, slender, golden
coloured cane.

Upon these words the New Boy duly pondered. He
pondered upon them almost unceasingly for a week. He
pondered on them as he endeavoured to masticate the tough
messy substances served up in his house as food. He pondered
on them as he stood at the tail of a shivering que, waiting for
his fortnightly hot bath. To his intense corporeal regret he
pondered upon them while in the performance of his fagging
duties. We are almost afraid he sometimes pondered upon
them during Chapel.

One afternoon at about the hour of twenty minutes past two
the New Boy found himself wandering aimlessly (as only curious
New Boys can wander) just outside the gates of the ancient
pile which was to receive his loyalty. What was his astonish
ment, on turning tewards the noble school entrance, with its
noble coat of arms and its even more noble Latin motto, to
hear a fierce, high-pitched cry, or rather shriek proceeding from
within the scholastic precincts. Not three seconds had elapsed
before it repeated itself. And then again-again-and still
again. And each time there beat into the trembling New Boy's
ears, a terrifying clash, as it were of weapons. And then his
brain began to work. Possessing less than the average new
boy's ignorance, he knew that the Socialists were in office,
whatever office meant. Furthermore he knew that the Socialists
were out to abolish the Public Schools. Every schoolboy
has known that for the last twenty years. \Vhat, thought
the New Boy, if the dirty Reds were even now putting into
practice their dastardly policy: what if these fierce cries
meant that the "dear old Alma Mater" was at last in the hands
of her enemies. And suddenly the New Boy realised two
things.

(i) He was an alone, the road outside the School being
curiously deserted.

(ii) That upon him and him alone devolved the duty of
performing his "bounden duty" to the School,
threatened by this sudden danger.

The words of the impressive Head of the House came back
to him with sudden impressiveness. As an even fiercer cry
than before proceeded from within the School Gates, he drew his
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Boy Scout pocket-knife from the sticky recesses of his pocket,
took one last loving look at the door of the School Tuckshop,
and charged fiercely through the School Gate.

The afternoon was hot. The Corps was sloppy. The
Sergeant-Major was swearing-under his breath and between
words of command. Then, as for the tenth time in succession
he imperilled his lungs with the word of command, the whole
Corps at last sprang really smartly to attention. But not in
response to the Serg-eant-Major's vocal excesses.

It was in astonishment at the sight of a very small New Boy
charging the ranks of A Coy., brandishing above him a small
pocket-knife. The whole Corps was astonished; the officers
were dumbfounded; as for the Sergeant-Major, for the very first
time in his very voluble career his extensive Loamshire
vocabulary entirely failed to deal with the occasion.

CRICKET.

This is a most seasonable topic; therefore our special corres
pondent, in view of the fact that it is of very great interest to
all and has aroused much discussion in our pages, has gathered
from various sources opinions of this game. He does not,
however, hold himself responsible for any of them, and is well
aware of lts importance as a game at school and the principle
that it imparts. His first inquiry was directed at a keen but
undistinguished cricket player, who said, " I like cricket myself
and I think it is a good thing here, but for those who aren't
keen it is not desirable. On the other hand, there are some
people who are keen but not very good, and they are neglected,
whereas they ought to be helped much more than they are.
And even those who don't like it ought to be forced to play, so
that they may learn of its attraction and take to heart the spirit
it imparts." Our correspondent made off with his tongue in
his cheek.

The next person he encountered was a senior member of the
school who was quite good at cricket. On asking for his
opinion, he was answered, " I think that a senior fellow like me
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should not be forced to play this game; it's all very well for
juniors, of course, but there are other games which I could play.
I'm not at all keen, as a result of being forced to play since I
was a fag. I admit the game is a good one, but it cannot
benefit seniors like me, who have already played as much
as they want to at school, and will never be much good. Some
other games, I feel, would be much more appreciated by people
in my position." Our correspondent felt very junior and at
once effaced himself.

H is next inquiry was made to a good player of the game, but
one not biased either way. He sad, "Cricket's hopelessly
boring unless you're batting, and even more boring to watch.
I suppose it's quitea good game really, but not as good as
rugger, anywhere near. It seems a pity that there's not a
better game to play in the summer."

He broke off suddenly, and our correspondent took himself
off to a room where he found a keen and efficient cricke~er

arguing with a hopelessly bad one. Let us call them A and B
respecti vely.

A. "I think cricket's a dashed good game."
B. "Only for those who like it."
A. "Well, of course, sensible people do like it. Look how

all England watches the Test Matches."
B. "It's awful; worse than rugger; those people in Test

Matches hit about two runs every hour: but it's only a game
for the summer, I suppose, so it doesn't need to be energetic."

A. "Energetic! My dear good man. . "
B. "I'm not your good man."
A. "If you're going to be offensive.... ."
So, of course, it degenerated into a dog-fight, in the course of

which our friend received a black eye from the supporter of
cricket, so that he is resolved to leave the subject alone in
future.

EXCITING CRICKET.

The cricket ground on the afternoon of the great Senior league
match between X's and Y's was a picture of tumultuous anima-
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tion. All round the ground white trousered figures could be
seen eagerly waiting for the tuckshop to open, I mean for the
match to begin.

When it was announced that Y's had won the toss, scenes of
the wildest enthusiasm took place among the supporters of X's,
who considered it derogatory to win the toss; they went and
stood themselves cho-hones on the strength of it: two cho
hones-one to each supporter. They had cut exercise to watch.
Amidst ominous silence Y's first pair wandered slowly to the
wicket.

Reig of X's prepared to bowl the first ball. Ten seconds later
point was lying on his stomach and demanding immediate
assistance. However, he was discovered merely to be bewailing
the sudden and unexpected loss of a two-penny bar, which he
had been consuming by a process of suction, till he was thus
taken unawares.

For the next ball the batsman made a gallant attempt to reach
seven yards above his head. He trod on his wicket and after
some altercation consented to be out.

The incoming batsman seemed to be very confident. His
first ball he hooked round to square-leg, a boy named Woodman,
but since he was standing on his head, the ball took him in the
back of the neck. After all, as this sturdy hitter afterwards
declared, in the circumstances what else could he expect?

The rest of the over passed peacefully away in a holocaust of
no balls and wides. The bowler at the other end was a
bespectacled youth named Smitten, who bowled very fast. His
first ball hit the batsman on the leg, a small and diffident boy,
and when his confident appeal for lbw proved fruitless, the
latter was encouraged to retire hurt, which he did.

The field now settled down in earnest to their books and runs
came fairly freely, a boy with only one pad scoring especially
well behind the wicket; the wicket-keeper having become extra
long-stop owing to Smitten's dangerous deliveries.

After play had been in progress for 35 minutes it was un~

animously agreed to hold an interval.
This occupied half an hour; when the fielding side returned

to their positions, it was discovered that someone had lost the
ball. After mutual recrimination and some exchange of
personal remarks and witty repartee, the most junior member
of the side \Vas sent to look for it, while the rest ag-ain returned
to the tuck-shop.
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When the ball had been found, Smitten bowled a slow ball to
the batsman, who lifted it inlo the blue, or green, on the fourth
bounce half-way down the pitch. As none of the fielders were
paying any attention, they ran twenty-seven, and then had to
go and look for it themselves.

Button mi. of X's, who had been ensconced in some long
grass throughout the progress of the match, settled himself for
a comfortable snooze in the sun. His last recollection was
hearing the batsmen in the lane arguing about cars with a
passer-by. He awoke 25 minutes later to find the field deserted.

THE PATH TO ROME.

It swings through the dust of Hungarian plains,
Through the lift of the sky in the land of the Danes,
It rests by the side of the deep-flowing Rhine,
And thirstily drinks of its quickening wines.
"All roads leads to Rome! " All roads are one,
Swept by the rain and scorched by the sun,
Flung over rivers or licked by the sea,
They belong to St. Peter-they're part of his key.
Armies have marched there with thundering tread,
Blasting the living and shaking the dead.
Beggars have crawled here, while princes have driven
Over plains where robbers and knights have striven.
Oft in the cool of a midsummer night
Bugles are heard and the clash of the fight.
And whoever hears them, the peasant folk say,
Is caught by the faeries and carried away.
Vesper adest, and a cleft of the hills
Lies in a gradual veil that distils
The light to a shade. Through its fortified jaws
A river of road everlastingly pours.
At the end of the cleft a sentinel tree
Stares o'er the plain to the town by the sea,
Where the harbour commandingly stretches its hands
To the riches and spices of far-away lands.
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On moors of the North it nakedly twists,
Where the wind drives [he heather and lashes the mists
To a myriad swirling intangible shapes.
It fearfully creeps over perilous capes,
\Vhere the spray leaps high and the waves smash on,
And roar and hurry and shriek their song
Over and over again. And the trees
Crouch and creak and worry and tease.
From the bend of the road where he makes his last turn,
Close to where Nero sat watching it burn,
The pilgrim sees Rome lying splendid and bare,
Its tumult and shouting quite silent from there.

SHOOTING.

The results of the" Country Life" Shooting Competition
were far from pleasing. As in former years the 1st VIII failed
to attain a good score on the" Landscape" target. However,
on the other three practices they scored the best score of the
term. The 2nd VIII are to be congl atulated on their excellent
recovery over the" Landscape" target.

Possible Score
Alleyn's School (top score)
Sherborne 1st VIII

2nd VIII

Group

80
70
60
50

Rapid

400
387
368
327

Snap Landscape Total

200 400 1080
200 320 977
185 205 818
130 270 777

The order of the Junior House Shooting Competition was
as follows :-

Elderton's
Brown's
Parry-Jones'
School House ...
Macfarlane-Grieve's
O'Hanlon's
Ross'

This year's average

63.2
60.3
59.5
55.6
55.8
53.9
53.3

Last year's average

54.2
56.2
53.8
55.1
51.8
54.1
58.8
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A high standard of shooting was maintained and the averages
showed a grpat improvement upon last year.

SCHOOL SPORTS, 1930.

I t has been said on more than one occasion by writers of
accounts of the Sports that the chief thing noticed in a particular
year was rather the promise for the future than any outstanding
performance at the time. This year the remark seems more
than usually applicable. Another piece of comlllon form is to
comment on the kind of weather that seems to attach itself to
Sherborne Sports. Here again 1930 has given the writer bis
chance. It is doubtful if a worse aftern"on than that on which
the half-miles were run has ever given runners stitch, and judges
colds in the head.

The results, however, were on the whole pretty creditable
and the wind was evenly distributed, no-one running away with
much more than his share. The interest in the house cup was
prolonged to the very last race.

It is impossible to single out more than one or two events
worthy of special comment. Certainly the best race was the
senior half-mile, in which l\Tallock held a go<d lead till half
way round tbe last lap. Smyly, who was some fifteen yards
behind, made Cl tremendous effort to catch up with a sprint, and
only failed by inches. Mallock ran with his head and deserved
the win. Moral: make hay while the sun shines, get what lead
you can while you can, and don't put too much trust in sprints,
nor leave them too late.

The otber race that one remembers especially was the senior
220 yards, the last race of all. Previously to it Parry-Jones'
had won 60 points and Ross' 59. It was expected to be a close
tbing between Mermagen and Mallock, but Panton sprang a
surprise, and, running well, won in good time from Candler.
Tbis gave Parry-Jones' a lead of 66 points to 59.

The Relay races, run as usual after the Sports, resulted in a
win for Parry-Jones' after a perfect orgy of disqualifications.
Might one suggest tbat in future years, competitors in the relay
races should become more acquainted with the rules of the
game? The only consolation this year was that Parry-Jones'
would have won in any case.
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4
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6 I 6

1

3

6

66

57 I 66

6
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6 I 60 I 35 I 45 I 51

6

6

10

16 I 196

6

10

10

Points
Parry-Jones's

Running Total

Points
Brown's

Running Total

Points
Elderton's

Running Total o o o o o o o o o o 7
4~

4~1 4~1 4~1 4~

'--'--'--'--'--'--1--1--'--'--'---11--1--1--'--'--'--'__1__1__' _
59 I 29 I 29 I 39 I 49 I 59

Points
Ross's

Running Total

10 I 10

13 I 23

10 6 10 10

2
6

6

6

12 15 15 15 18 18 I 24
1

POINTs-Open Steeplechase, Mile, Half Mile and Quarter Mile: 10-6-3.
Junior Steeplechase; 6-4-2. Other Junior events and under 15: 6-3.

Other Open events: 10-6.
Events under 14: 4-2.

Points
O'Hanlon's

Running Total o o o o

6

6 o o o

10

o I 16
4

o o o o o o o o
7

~
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FIVES.

SENIOR SINGLES.

This was a good game and the pair were more evenly matched
than the score indicates. Scott, however, was the quicker and
his placing reaIly decided the match. The first and second
games went to Scott at 15-5, 15-0, respectively. The last
game was the best, Brown being ahead for part of the time,
Scott, however, eventually winning at 15-8.

JUNIOR SINGLES.

The finalists in this competition were Cook and Wilson.
Wilson was the victor owing to his superior strength and court
craft.

FINAL OF HOUSE COMPETITION.

This match was played on March 31st and resulted in a win
for the Elderton's pair, Brown and Wilcox, by 3 games to O.
The School House "A" pair, Scott and Straubenzee, did not
combine as well as their opponents, and could not do much
against the defence of the Elderton's pair.

HOCKEY RETROSPECT.

On looking at the results of the matches it would seem that
the season was almost a disastrous one. However, when the
strength and expf'rience of most of our opponents, together
with llur own lack of experience and the shortness of the season
are taken into consideration, it would be surprising if the results
of the matches had been otherwise. Nevertheless those who
took part certainly enjoyed their games and the whole side were
always triers to the end. Individual play in several cases im
proved to a marked degree, but itwas as a team that the side failed
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2-2
9-0
0-9
1--7
0-4
3-6
3-3
1-2

Drawn
\Von
Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost
Drawn
Lost

to convince. Time after time they failed to press home an attack
or had a dreadful ten minutes in defence when the clearances
were weak, anticipation was lacking and the marking and
covering Were unintelligent. The best performance probably,
in spite of the score, was against Poole, who brought a strong
side, yet were unable to score for twellty-fi ve minutes. The
team were further handicapped by the illness of the captain
and only old Colour for several of the games and the inability
to find a satisfactory left half, so that that side of the defence
never settled down. Carey mi. in goal improved greatly and
was brilliant at ti mes, though he had his weak periods also.
Panton, if hardly as good as last year, was a tower of strength
when fit. He must learn to clear better under pressure. The
best play came from Carey tert. at centre-half and Stuart at
outside right and they should become really useful if they stick
to the game. Carey ma. at outside-left made several good runs
but too often finished weakly.

Next year we hope to see an O.S side play the School.

Team :-]. F. B. Carey; ]. F. Oates, P. H. D. Panton (capt);
V. C. Brookes, D. E. Carey, Brown, D. P. G. Stewart, Innes,
H. W. F. Scott, C. \V. Lyle, L. M. Carey.

Results-
v. Bridport
v. U. S. Portland
v. Poole
v. Dorset "A"
v. Oxford University Occasionals
v. Bonrnemouth
v. Dorset Regt.
v. R. S. Thomson's XI

CRICKET.

1ST XI.

SCHOOL v. SHEHBORNE C.C.

Played on the Upper on Saturday, May 17th. Mr. Elderton
won the toss and decided to bat.
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The feature of the Town batting was the innings of Mr. Hey,
who apart from two chances in the sixties to mid-off and extra
cover, played a splendid innings. His best shot was a hook in
the true Yorkshire style. He hit 19 fours. Mr. Elderton
also batted well for his runs. The School had two hours and
a half in which to get the runs and only just failed. The batting
was patchy and inclined to be unsound, but the spirit of attack
was there and the running between the wickets was good. Fox,
though he only made 16, probably showed the best form, while
Carey and Alexander should make plenty of runs when in
practice. Brown has a style of his own and when he hits the
ball he hits it hard. If he can manage to control himself and
survive the first few overs he should do well. Mermagen
appeared as steady as ever. He is a difficult man to dislodge
and was bowled by a beautiful ball which swung late.

The School bowling was unimpressive and some more bowlers
will have to be found. Two spin bowlers are wanted and they
must be able to bat too, for the batting is not reliable enough
for the side to afford a weak tail. The fielding was keen and
should be better than last year. But will Lean's two short
legs survive the season?

2ND XI.

2ND XI V. BRUTON SCHOOL.

Played at Bruton on Saturday, May 17th. The School left
at 12.30 r.m., taking a picnic lunch with them.

Play started at 2.0 p.m., Bruton batting first. After the first
two avers, in which 13 runs were scored, play became very slow,
largely due to very consistent and steady bowling; six bowlers
were tried and all bowled well, Snowden bowled 10 maiden
overs out of 18, while Buttenshaw took six wickets for 39 runs.
The fielding was good, and, although Bruton batted for nearly
three hours, they only scored 136 runs.

The School batting started well, 40 going up before Barris
was out lbw, but then a complete rot set in, and the whole side
were out for 90. Dick was the only one to get going, and made
a very nice 42 out of a batting total of 79; the rest of the side
never got started.

M.E.K.W.
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[The Editors of The Shirbllrnian do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editors of The Shi",burnian.

Dear Sir,
The Times records the death on March 26th, at Chelmsford, of the Rev.

Canon Osborne WilIiam Tancock, at the a.ge of 90. So passes one who
filled a prominent and honoured place in the Sherborne of sixty years ago.
A scholar of Exeter College, Oxford, where in his undergraduate days he
had filled the distinguished office of President of the Union Society, he was
appointed to an assistant mastership at Sherborne in 1863; he became a
House Master a few years later, and served on the staff till 1879, when he
left to be Head Master of Norwich Grammar School. After resigning that
post in 1890 he was for 35 years Rector of Little Waltham, Essex, and an
active member of the Education Committee of the County Council.

The writer has a grateful recollection of the months he spent (as a little
boy of 11) in his form at Sherborne in 1869, and of his subsequent unfailing
friendship. He is sure that all Old Shirburnians of his time (a small
number now) wiII unite in testifying to the respect and affection which was
fel t for Osborne William Tancock by the generation which he served so well.

I am, Sir,
Yours faithfully,

SEPTUAGEN ARIUS.

Christ Church,
Oxford.

Dear Sir,
You are by your position the natural leader of culture in tbe School,

the protagonist of the Aesthetic against the overwhelming claims of the
Athletic, and for this reason I beg your kind support. No doubt you were
only too ready to avoid, at the earliest opportunity, the brutal and degrading
effects of 11 la boxe!" and seek entertainment in the insidious joys of chess
or tiddley winks. Though these fascinating sports do much to provide that
education in self-control, determination and forethougbt which is so necessary
for success in life, I wou Id add to these another less hysterically exciting
perhaps, but more scientific and with a charm 11 all of its own." I mean
ju-jitsu, or judo, a phrase which 10 the ordinary man conveys something little
short of the miraculous (the result chiefly of advertisements in the Strand
Magazine and enconragements "not to be bullied "). Now, sir, 1 should be
the last to imagine anyone would lay violent hands on your person; I wish
to put this matter before you from quite a different point of view. It is
that these two hundred or so different locks, grips, trips and throws tbat
one can learn ~ive a quiet confidence in one's own powers. Since ju-jitsu
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methods are chiefly defensive, they do not stimulate aggressiveness. They
require above all cool thinking and are not unlike the pleasant pastime of
catscradle, with which you may beguile your vacant hours, difficult seen in
the mass, simple individually, but requiring considerable practice to execute
neatly and effectively, Would not this supply a welcome alternative to
French cricket, hunt the slipper, and the other somewhat monotonous
amusements that occupy your summer evenings on the VIth Form (;reen?
I feel sure it would. Let me urge you to purchase (if necessary out of
Shirburnian funds) the slight handbook on the subject issued by Messrs.
Spalding, who, I believe, make cricket balls or bats or that sort of thing.
Perhaps Freeman already has it in stock, perhaps the Abbey Book Shop
will supply it. In any case read it. Having read it, I feel sure you will do
all you can to support the introduction into the School of this already world
famous" Cult of Gentleness." It has already been introduced successfully
in other schools, Eton giving her illustrious patronage to it. Come, sir,
with such a lead you cannot but follow!

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your very humble servant,

A. C. A. WRIGHT.

Dear Sir,
Is it not ridiculous, nay ludicrous, that we, members of the School, should

be compelled by opulent members of the 1st XI, to hand over our much
wanted money for an undersized and undesired fixture card? Surely it is
redundant to print what is already published both in the Roll Book and
Calendar.

Yours, etc.

TU' PENNILESS.

Dear Sir,
As I scanned the customary correspondence in your latest Lenten issue,

my buzzard eye was arrested in its hither-thitherward febrile flights of
circumspection by the inordinate and portentous length of the letter from
the so-called Reform Society. To ascertain whether the functions of this
strange association be advantageous to the community at large, or whether
it were possible for oneself or one's acquaintances to crave obesquious
admission to this insatiable institution, I would fain appear· vastly intrigued._
But much as I abhor the appellation of the above institution, yet I cannot
but agree with and support, in substance if not in meticulous detail, the
sound suggestions and deep principles so enigmatically expounded in its
tautological effusion. \Vhat their sage and, no doubt, well-meaning secretary
has said in forty lines, I, with my accustomed ability, could have said in four
words. MORE SPARE TalE PLEASE.

By the curriculum of cricket I am not affected; references to " rabbits"
leave me frigid and aloof. And though I ascend to no Pisgah-heights of
Patriotism in the mercenary and mundane matter of silver cups, it is not in
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the optics of these mine eyes to scorn with sacrilegious sneers the approved
excellence of House Matches. However, I have heard the hush-hush
partisans of the old regime with deep sighs lament the phantasmic
appearance of the Reform Society, deploring with as many groans its recent
publication. But in very truth I deem it my solemn duty to up and speak
for these determined but indeterminate and demented folk, these ludicrous
lost sheep straying on the path of Truth; so forth incontinent rush I and
pen to paper put: MORE SPARE TIME PLEASE.

Since the quiddity of a bore is to be vampiric, t, with my usual ataraxia,
sign my pompous self,

STACCATO.

Dear Sir,
It cannot be said that many of the suggestions for reform and innovation

that have always appeared in your columns have been acted upon by
authorities; and judging from their nature, which is often impracticable
or unreasonable, authorities are not to blame. But, at last, I have read
amongst your correspondence a letter that is after my own heart-a letter
full of reasonable, moderate, and practicable suggestions. The letter is
that of the Reform Society, whose appeal for shorter cricket is one which
will surely meet with a welcome and approvals. Throughout, most parts
of the School Cricket is an excellent game in its place, but it is time people
realised that a long summer afternoon is wasted if it admits no other
activities, athletic or otherwise, besides the one organised School game. The
thanks of many members of the School are due to the Reform Society for
voicing their opinion on this matter.

Yours, etc.,

W.

Dear Sir,
In spite of my principles, I cannot help agreeing with the Reform Society.

TORY.

Dear Sir,
\Vhile far from counselling surrender of our citadel to the transient fashion

of the suburban bowler, the REFORM SOCIETY are in favour of some
permanent change in our headgear. Let us cast off our shackles of straw
for six days at least, but pander to Tradition by setting off our sombre
Sunday suitings with our Saxon haloes, by returning to voluntary bondage
on the seventh.

Yours once more,

THE REFORM SOCIETY.

Sir,
\Vhat Southwark vitally needs is some form of library or reading room.

It is better to make a suggestion of this sort in public rather than to the
Southwark Committee, as the School could be so nseful and helpful in the
supply of books, old magazines, etc.
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The Cadets can hardly be called .. cultured," and the introduction of a
reading room would fill up a large gap in their general cadet education. I
do not know if there are any spare rooms available for such a purpose, but
even if there are not, some partitiou or corner could be rigged out suitably.
The supply of papers and books could easily be provided by surplus stock
of house libraries, etc.

Yours,

R. E. D. JOHNSON.

Sir,
We are all tired of the Public School Hymn Book. There is an excellent

hymn book called" The English Hymnal," which some people may have
heard of. If the O.SS. object to the complete disappearance of "The Latin
Hymn" from the canon of School song, we can still cling on to the Public
School book and use it in conjunction with the Hymnal. The use of both
would satisfy many shades of opinion.

OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
and apologize for any accidental omissions :-

The Berkhamstedian
The Bllwdellian
The Britannia Magazille
The Cheltonian
The Chillon College

Magazine
The City oj Londo1l School

Magazille
The Clavinian
The Clijtonian
The Dovorian
The EastbollrTlian
El Batidor (U.S.A.)
The Eton College Chronicle
The Felstedian
The Fettesian
The H(tileyburian

The Lancing College Magazille
Llalldovery School]oUr11al
The Marlburian
The Lorettoniall
The Meteor
The Mill Hill Magazille
The Monktoniatl
The Ousel
The Pauline
The Polymnian (U.S.A.)
The Raven
The R.M.A. Magazille
The Tonbridgiatl
The Uppingham School

Magazine
The Victoriall
The lVykehamist
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The School House (a).

James', Cllrteis', \iVood's, Whitehead's, Wild man's, Carey's,
Parry-Jones' (b).

Tancock's, VVilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's, Brown's (e).
Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's,

Macfarlane-Grieve's (d).
Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (j).

Milford's, Ross's (g).
O'Hanlon's (h).

Town (T).
Preparatory (Prep.).
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